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Small airplane crashes; 2 dead
Authorities: Aircraft headed for
SR went down in field near
airport; identities unknown

Sonoma
County sheriff’s
deputies and
firefighters
gather at the
scene of a
fatal airplane
crash off Wood
Ranch Road in
Santa Rosa on
Thursday.

By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Two people were killed Thursday when
a small plane flying from Palm Springs
crashed into a soggy field in northwest
Santa Rosa.
The accident happened at about 7 p.m.
near the end of Wood Ranch Road, less
than two miles south of Charles M.
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Military:
US needs
more in
IS fight

Schulz-Sonoma County Airport.
A man and a woman, the only occupants of the single-engine plane, were
believed to have been killed on impact,
Sonoma County Sheriff’s Sgt. Spencer
Crum said.
Their identities were not immediately
known. A flight plan indicated they were
bound for Santa Rosa, Crum said.
“It’s mangled,” Crum said of the plane,
which appeared to be pointing in a southwest direction.
The cause of the crash, which hapTURN TO AIRPLANE » PAGE A6

PHYSICIAN SHORTAGE » With surge of new patients in light of

Affordable Care Act, Petaluma Health Center gets new recruitment tool

Incentive to lure doctors

Pentagon calls to expand
presence with allies on
ground in Syria, Iraq
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
AND HELENE COOPER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Pentagon
officials have concluded that
hundreds more trainers, advisers and commandos from the
United States and its allies will
need to be sent to Iraq and Syria in the coming months as the
campaign to isolate the Islamic
State intensifies.
In meetings with President
Barack Obama’s national security team in recent weeks, military officials have told the White
House that they believe they
have made significant progress
in the fight against the Islamic State in both Iraq and Syria,
administration officials said.
But to deal a lasting blow to the
extremist Sunni militancy, they
believe, additional forces will
be needed to work with Iraqi,
Kurdish and Syrian opposition
fighters on the ground in the
two countries.
In the past, the Pentagon’s requests for additional troops in
Iraq and Afghanistan have been
met with skepticism by Obama,
and his aides have said he has
resented what he has regarded
as efforts to pressure him. But
the rise of the Islamic State,
also known as ISIS and ISIL, has
alarmed the White House, and
a senior administration official
said Thursday that the president was willing to consider
raising the stakes.
The United States already
has about 3,700 troops in Iraq,
counting a handful of Special
Operations forces in Syria. One
official said he did not anticipate
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TIME FOR A CHECKUP: Dr. Mark Sloan gives 5-month-old Ricardo Hernandez an examination Thursday while the boy is held by his mother, Anna, at the Rohnert Park
Health Care Center. The medical facility is operated by the Petaluma Health Center.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

n the midst of a severe shortage of family
physicians on the North Coast and across the
country, the Petaluma Health Center has just
been given a tool that will help it recruit more top
young doctors.
The federal government recently revised its
“health professional shortage area” rating for the
Petaluma Health Center, giving it a “19,” the most
severe shortage rating for any health center in
Sonoma County. The designation makes young
doctors and other medical professionals who are
willing to work at the health center eligible for

federal funds, specialized training and — most
importantly — loan forgiveness.
Loan forgiveness could mean the elimination of
tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of dollars in
crippling medical school debt, said Pedro Toledo,
chief administrative officer of Petaluma Health
Center. The rating allows the health center to
recruit from the National Health Service Corps’
scholarship program.
“The federal government will cover the loans
for these individuals if they come to work here,”
Toledo said.
Finding new doctors has been difficult for the
TURN TO DOCTORS » PAGE A2

A CARROT TO
ATTRACT PROVIDERS
Petaluma Health Center has
received a revised federal rating
of “19,” the most severe shortage
status, over its lack of doctors.
The new designation makes
young doctors and other medical
professionals recruited to work
for them eligible for:
■ Federal funding
■ Specialized training
■ Student loan forgiveness
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SEBASTOPOL » HARASSMENT CLAIMS

SR parents say son racism target
Allegations
surface on
inaction by
Analy High
officials
after boy
subjected
to insults,
threats
Business
Classified
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The district superintendent denies
the Sebastopol high school has a race
problem and said students often police
themselves when they see peers acting
inappropriately. Analy has 1,300 pupils,
75 percent of whom are white and 5 percent of whom are black or biracial.
The boy, Evan Mack, spent a month at
the beginning of this school year on independent study after his parents formally
complained to the district. He didn’t feel
safe at school after being called racist

By LORI A. CARTER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A Santa Rosa couple says their mixedrace son was subjected to racist insults
and threats over two years at Analy High
School and that when they reported it to
school officials in August, none of the alleged perpetrators was punished.
They say the school’s inaction allows
and encourages a hostile, threatening
learning environment, and they are hoping to force change by speaking out about
it now.
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Former Analy High student Evan Mack, 16, pauses with parents John and
Raquel Mack outside Analy High School in Sebastopol.

TEEN HURT IN E-CIGARETTE EXLOSION: Boy

in Windsor loses half-dozen teeth after device
bursts in his mouth, say fire officials / A3
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